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Bernini devoted much of his prolific career to the adornment of Saint

Peter’s, where his works combine sculpture with architecture.
Although Bernini was a great and influential architect, his fame rests
primarily on his sculpture, which, like his architecture, energetically
expresses the Italian Baroque spirit.

Bernini’s sculpture is expansive and dramatic, and the element of time
usually plays an important role in it. This marble statue aims at catching
the figure’s split-second action and differs markedly from the restful
figures of David portrayed by Donatello and Michelangelo.
The figures legs are widely and firmly planted, beginning the violent,

pivoting motion that will launch the stone from his sling. If the action had
been a moment before, his body would have been in a completely
different position. Bernini selected the most dramatic of an implied
sequence of poses, so observers have to think simultaneously of the
continuum and of this tiny fraction of it.
This is not the kind of sculpture that can be inscribed in a cylinder or
confined in a niche; its indicated action demands space around it.Figure 24-7

Gianlorenzo Bernini
“David”,
Galleria Borghese, Rome, 1623
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Gianlorenzo Bernini
“Ecstasy of Saint Theresa”,
Bernini Cornaro Chapel, Rome Italy, 1645-1652

This is Another Bernini sculpture that displays the expansive
quality of Italian Baroque art and its refusal to limit itself to firmly
defined spatial settings.
Saint Theresa was a nun of the Spanish Counter-Reformation.
Her conversion occurred after the death of her father, when she
fell into a series of trances, saw visions, and heard voices.
Feeling a persistent pain, she attributed to “the fire tipped arrow of
Divine love” that an angel had thrust repeatedly into her heart.
In her writings, Saint Theresa described this experience as
making her swoon in delightful anguish. The whole chapel
became a theater for the production of this mystical drama.
Bernini depicted the saint in ecstasy, unmistakably a mingling of
spiritual and physical passion, swooning back on a cloud while the
smiling angel aims his arrow.
The entire technical group is made of white marble, and Bernini’s
supreme technical virtuosity is evident in the visual differentiation
in texture among the clouds, rough monk’s cloth, gauzy material,
Figure 24-9
smooth flesh, and feathery wings.
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Caravaggio
Conversion of Saint Paul
Rome, Italy, 1601

Italian Baroque
Caravaggio painted Conversion of Saint Paul for the
Cerasi Chapel in the Roman church of Santa Maria del
Popolo. It illustrates the conversion of the Pharisee
Saul to Christianity, when he became the disciple Paul.

The saint -to-be appears amid his conversion, flat on
his back with his arms thrown up. In the background, an
old hostler seems preoccupied with caring for the
horse. At first inspection, little here suggests the
momentous significance of the spiritual event taking
place.
Caravaggio also employed other formal devices to
compel the viewer’s interest and involvement in the
event. In Conversion of Saint Paul, he used a
perspective and a chiaroscuro intended to bring
viewers as close as possible to the scene’s space and
action, almost as if they were participating in it.
Figure 24-18
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Caravaggio
“Calling of Saint Matthew”
Rome, Italy ca. 1597-1601

Italian Baroque
Calling of Saint Matthew is one of two large

canvases honoring Saint Matthew the
artist painted for the side walls of the
Contarelli Chapel in San Luigi dei Francesi
in Rome.
The commonplace setting is typical of

Caravaggio ---- a bland street scene with
plain building wall serving as a backdrop.
Into this mundane environment, cloaked in
mysterious shadow and almost unseen,
Christ, identifiable initially only by his
indistinct halo, enters from the right with a
commanding gesture that recalls that of the
Lord in Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam
on
the Sistine Chapel ceiling, he summons
Levi, the Roman tax collector, to a higher
calling.
Figure 24-19
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Caravaggio
“Supper at Emmaus”
National Gallery, London 1601

Two of Jesus' disciples were walking to
Emmaus after the Crucifixion when the
resurrected Jesus himself drew near and
went with them, but they did not recognize
him. At supper that evening in Emmaus '...
he took bread, and blessed it, and brake and
gave to them. And their eyes were opened,
and they knew him; and he vanished out of
their sight' (Luke 24: 30-31). Christ is shown
at the moment of blessing the bread and
revealing his true identity to the two
disciples.
Caravaggio's innovative treatment of the
subject makes this one of his most powerful
works. The depiction of Christ is unusual in
that he is beardless and great emphasis is
given to the still life on the table. The
intensity of the emotions of Christ's disciples
is conveyed by their gestures and
expression. The viewer too is made to feel a
participant in the event.

The picture was commissioned by the Roman nobleman Ciriaco
Mattei in 1601. Caravaggio painted a second more subdued version
of the Supper at Emmaus about five years after the Gallery's work.
On loan to the exhibition 'Rembrandt and Caravaggio' at the Van
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam from February to June 2006.
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Caravaggio
“The Incredulity of St. Thomas”
1602

“Doubting Thomas” is a term that is used
to describe someone who refuses to believe
something without direct, personal evidence;
a skeptic.
Origin
The term is based on the Biblical account of
Thomas the Apostle, who doubted the
resurrection of Jesus and demanded to feel
Jesus' wounds before being convinced (John
20:24-29).
After seeing Jesus alive and receiving the
opportunity to touch his wounds — according
to the author of the Gospel of John —
Thomas professed his faith in Jesus; on this
account he is also called Thomas the
Believer
Thomas missed one of Christ's appearances to the Apostles after His
resurrection. He therefore announced that, unless he could thrust his
hand into Christ's side, he would not believe what he had been told. A
week later Christ appeared, asked Thomas to reach out his hands to
touch Him and said, 'Blessed are those who have not seen and yet
have believed.'
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Caravaggio
“The Sacrifice of Isaac”
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence 1603

The artist thrusts the action to the front of the
picture frame like a sculpted frieze. Old Abraham,
with features reminiscent of the saint in the
second St. Matthew, is intercepted in the act of
slitting his son's throat by an admonishing angel
who with his right hand prevents the sacrifice and
with his left points to the substitute victim.
Light directs the viewer to scan the scene from
left to right as it picks out the angel's shoulder
and left hand, the quizzical face of Abraham, the
right shoulder and terrified face of Isaac and
finally the docile ram. A continuous movement
links the back of the angel's neck to Isaac's
profile.
Caravaggio combines a hint of horror with
pastoral beauty. In the foreground the sharp knife
is silhouetted against the light on Isaac's arm. In
the distance is one of Caravaggio's rare
landscapes, a glimpse perhaps of the Alban hills
round Rome and an acknowledgement of the skill
of his one serious rival, Annibale Carracci, whose
landscapes were particularly admired.

Isaac has been identified as Cecco Boneri, who appeared as
Caravaggio's model in several other pictures. Recent X-ray
analysis showed that Caravaggio used Cecco also for the angel,
and later modified the profile and the hair to hide the
resemblance.
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In 1603, Caravaggio created this large-scale painting for the
Chapel of Pietro Vittrice at Santa Maria in Vallicella in Rome.
This work included all the hallmarks of Caravaggio’s
distinctive style: the plebian figure types, the stark use of
darks and lights, and the invitation for viewers to participate
in the scene.
The action takes place in the foreground of this painting. The
artist positioned the figured on a stone slab whose corner
appears to extend into the viewer’s space. This suggests that
Christ’s body will be laid directly in front of the viewers.
Beyond its ability to move its audience, such a composition also
had theological implications. To viewers in the chapel, it
appeared as though the men were laying Christ’s body onto the
altar, which was in front of the painting This served to visualize
the doctrine of transubstantiation (the transformation of the
Eucharist and wine into the Body and Blood of Christ) -- a
doctrine central to Catholicism but rejected by Protestants. By
depicting Christ’s body as though it were physically present
during the Mass, Caravaggio visually articulated an abstract
Figure 24-20
theological precept. Unfortunately, viewers no longer can

Caravaggio
“Entombment”
From the Temple of Pietro Vittrice
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Gentileschi used what might be called the “dark” subject
matter Caravaggio that favored. Significantly, Gentileschi
chose a narrative involving a heroic female, and favorite
theme of hers.
The story, from the work of the Old Testament, the Book of
Judith, relates the delivery of Israel from its enemy,
Holofernes. Having succumbed to Judith’s charms, the
Assyrian general Holofernes invited her to his tent for the
night. When he fell asleep, Judith cut off his head. In this
version of the scene, Judith and her maidservant are
beheading Holofernes.

The event’s drama cannot
be evaded--blood spurts
everywhere, and the
strength necessary to
comlete the task is
evident as the two women
struggle with the sword.
Figure 24-21

Artemisia Gentileschi
“Judith Slaying Holofernes”
ca. 1614-1620
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Diego Velazquez
Water Carrier of Seville,
Wellington Museum, London 1619.

Spanish Baroque
Diego Velazquez produced religious pictures, but is
justifiably renowned for the work he painted for his major
patron, King Philip IV. Velazquez was named to the
position of court painter.
Created when he was only twenty years old, this
masterpiece impressively displays the command that
Velazquez had for his craft. He rendered he figures with
clarity and dignity, and his careful depiction of the water
jugs in the foreground, complete with droplets of water,
adds to the scene’s credibility.

The contrast of darks and lights, along with the plebeian
nature of the figures, reveal the influence of Caravaggio,
whose work Velazquez had studied. The artist present this
genre scene (one from everyday life) with such care and
conviction it seems to convey a deeper significance.

Figure 24-30
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Diego Velazquez
Las Meninas (The Maids of Honor)
1656

Spanish Baroque
Velazquez painted his greatest masterpiece, Las
Meninas, after he returned to Spain. In it, Velazquez
showed his mastery of both form and content.
The painter repreented himself in his studio standing
before a large canvas, on which he may be painting
this very picture or, perhaps, the portraits of King
Philip IV and Queen Mariana, whose reflections
appear in the mirror on the far wall.
The young Infanta (princess) Margarita appears in
the foreground with her two maids-in-waiting, her
favorite dwarfs, and a large dog. Velazquez
extended the pictorial depth of his composition in
both directions. The open doorway and its ascending
staircase lead the eye beyond the artist’s studio, and
the mirror device and the outward glances of several
of the figures incorporate the viewer’s space into the
picture as well.
Figure 24-33
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Diego Velazquez
detail of the artists, Las Meninas (The Maids of
Honor)
1656

Spanish Baroque
On the wall above the doorway and mirror two faintly
recognizable pictures have been identified as copies of
paintings by Peter Paul Rubens that represent immortal gods
as the source of art.
The painting contains a duality of theme in that it is both an
informal family group portrait, seemingly casually arranged
and naturalistic, and it is a genre painting ( a visit to the artist’s
studio). The room in which the royal family is gathered is the
studio of Velazquez. Once a prince’s chambers, it was
converted into the studio by order of King Philip IV for
Velazquez.
This work- with its cunning contrasts of mirrored spaces, “real”
spaces, picture spaces, and pictures within pictures- itself
appears to have been taken from a large mirror reflecting the
whole scene.
The subject here is not really the young princess, but rather
himself in the act of painting
Figure 24-33
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The Dutch succeeded in securing their independence from the Spanish in the late sixteenth century. Not until
1648, however, after years of continual border skirmishes with the Spanish were the northern Netherlands
officially recognized as the United Provinces of the Netherlands ( The Dutch Republic ). Despite attempts by the
House of Orange to establish a monarchy, the republicans prevailed.
The ascendance of the Dutch Republic during the seventeenth century was largely due to its economic prosperity;
Amsterdam had the highest per capita income in Europe. That city emerged as the financial center of Europe,
having founded the Bank of Amsterdam in 1609. The Dutch economy benefited enormously from the county’s
expertise on the open seas, which facilitated establishing far-flung colonies. By 1650, Dutch trade routs ended
beyond Europe proper and included Northern America, South America, the west coast of Africa, China, Japan,
Southeast Asia, and much of the Pacific.
Due to this prosperity and the absence of an absolute ruler, political power increasingly passed into the hands of
an urban patrician class of merchants and manufacturers, especially in cities such as Amsterdam, Haarlem, and
Delft. That these bustling cities were all located in Holland ( the largest of the seven United Provinces ) perhaps
explains why the name “Holland” is used informally to refer to the entire country.
Religious differences were a major consideration during the northern Netherlands’ insistent quest for
independence during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. While Spain and the southern Netherlands
were Catholic, the northern Netherlands were predominantly Protestant. The prevailing Calvinism demanded a
puritanical rejection of art in churches, and thus artists produced relatively little religious art in the Dutch Republic
at this time (especially when compared to areas dominated by Catholicism in the wake of the CounterReformation.)
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The Butcher, The Baker, and the Candlestick Maker
Dutch Patronage and Art Collecting

Art Collecting often has been perceived as the purview of the wealthy, and, indeed, the money necessary to
commission major artworks from esteemed artists can be considerable. During the seventeenth century in the
Dutch Republic, however, the widespread prosperity enjoyed by a large proportion of Dutch society
significantly expanded the range of art patronage. As a result, one of the distinguishing hallmarks of
Dutch art production during the Baroque period was how it catered to the tastes of a middle-class
audience.
The term “middle class” is used broadly here. An aristocracy and patriciate- an upper class of large-ship
owners, rich businesspeople, high-ranking officers, and directors of large companies- still existed. These
groups continued to be major patrons of the arts. With the expansion of the Dutch economy, traders,
crafspeople, low-ranking officers, bureaucrats, and soldiers- the middle and lower-middle-class- also became
art patrons.
While steeped in the morality and propriety central to the Calvinist ethic, members of the Dutch middle class
sought ways to subtly announce their success and newly acquired status. House furnishings, paintings,
tapestries, and porcelain were among the items collected and displayed in the home. The Dutch disdain for
excessive ostentation, attributable to Calvinism, led these collectors to favor small, low-key works-portraits, still lifes, genre scenes, and landscapes. This contrasted with the Italian Baroque penchant
for large-scale, dazzling ceiling frescoes and opulent room decoration.
This new middle-class clientele, in conjunction with the developing market, influenced the direction of Dutch
Baroque art. Not only did these patrons affect the type of art produced, but they also were responsible for
establishing the current mechanisms and institutions for buying and selling art.
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Peter Paul Rubens
Drawing of Laocön
1608.
One theme that remained a focus of
Rubens’s art was the human body, draped
or undraped, male or female, and freely
acting or free to act in an environment of
physical forces and other interacting
bodies.

This interest, combined with his voracious
intellect, led Rubens to copy the works of
classical antiquity and of the Italian
masters. This particular drawing in black
and white chalk was created when he
visited Rome between 1606 and 1608.
In a Latin treatise he wrote titled De
imitatione statuarum (on the imitation of
statues), Rubens stated: “I am convinced
that in order to achieve the highest
perfection one needs a full
understanding of the (ancient ) statues,
Figure 24-34
nay a complete absorption in them….”
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Peter Paul Rubens
Samson and Delilah
1609

Dutch Baroque
Samson and Delilah

The painting illustrates a story
taken from the Old Testament
where Samson, an Israelite
warrior with superhuman
strength, is being ruined by his
lust for the Philistine foe
Delilah, who beguiled him into
revealing the secret source for
his strength- his uncut hair.
This scene illustrates the most
dramatic moment in the story
where his hair is meticulously
being removed, while he lays
completely awestruck with love
and the soldiers prepare in the
doorway to gouge out his eyes.
He was later tortured and
chained to pillars in the city
center where he was ridiculed
by the masses.
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Peter Paul Rubens
(Detail) Samson and Delilah
1609

“When they stood him among the pillars, Samson said to the
servant who held his hand, "Put me where I can feel the pillars that
support the temple, so that I may lean against them." Now the
temple was crowded with men and women; all the rulers of the
Philistines were there, and on the roof were about three thousand
men and women watching Samson perform. Then Samson prayed
to The Lord, "O Sovereign Lord, remember me. O God, please
strengthen me just once more, and let me with one blow get
revenge on the Philistines for my two eyes." Then Samson reached
toward the two central pillars on which the temple stood. Bracing
himself against them, his right hand on the one and his left hand on
the other, Samson said, "Let me die with the Philistines!" Then he
pushed with all his might, and down came the temple on the rulers
and all the people in it. Thus he killed many more when he died
than while he lived."
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Peter Paul Rubens
Raising of the Cross
1610.

This triptych, by Peter Paul Rubens,
reveals the result of his long study of
Italian art, especially the works of
Michelangelo, Tintoretto, and
Caravaggio.
The scene brings together tremendous
straining forces and counter-forces as
heavily muscled men strain to lift the
cross. Here, the artist had the
opportunity to show foreshortened
anatomy and the contortions of violent
action reminscient of the twisted figures
Michelangelo sculpted and painted.
Rubens placed the body of Christ on the cross as a diagonal that cuts dynamically across the picture while
inclining back into it. The whole composition seethes with a power that comes from genuine exertion, from
elastic human sinew taut with effort. The tension is emotional as well as physical, as reflected not only in
Christ’s face but also in the features of his followers in the triptych’s wings. Strong modeling in dark and
light, which heightens the drama, marks Rubens’s work at this stage of his career; it gradually gave to a
Figure 24-34
much subtler coloristic style.
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The exaggerated
figurative
elements were
inspired by
Michelangelo and
are often referred
to as
Michelangelesque.
The voluptuous
appearance of
Ruben’s figures
have been
emulated by many
artists since the
Baroque age and
are usually termed
Rubenesque.
Ruben’s nude
women best
describe this term.

Figure 24-34

Peter Paul Rubens
Raising of the Cross
1610.
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Peter Paul Rubens
Allegory of the Outbreak of War
1638

Dutch Baroque

Appropriately, Rubens
finished this artistic diatribe
(a bitter verbal or written
attack on somebody or
something) during the
Thirty Years’ War.
The fluid articulation of
human forms and the
energy that emanates from
the chaotic scene are
reminiscent of Rubens’s
other paintings.

Rubens derived great insight into European politics from his
diplomatic missions, and he never ceased to promote peace,
though war was constant throughout most of his career.
Figure 24-37

The artist’s own description
of the painting, written in a
letter, provides the clearest
explication of Allegory’s
content and of his opinions
on military conflict
(next slide contains the letter)
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Peter Paul Rubens
(Detail)Allegory of the Outbreak of War
1638
The principal figure is Mars, who has left the temple of Janus
open (which according to Roman custom remained closed in time
of peace) and struts with his shield and his bloodstained sword,
threatening all people with disaster; he pays little attention to
Venus, his lady, who, surrounded by her little love-gods, tries in
vain to hold him back with caresses and embraces.
On the opposite side, Mars is pulled forward by the Fury Alecto
with a torch in her hand. There are also monsters signifying
plague and famine, the inseparable companions of war. Thrown
to the ground is a woman with a broken lute, as a symbol that
harmony cannot exist beside the discord of war; likewise a mother
with a child in her arms indicates that fertility, procreation, and
tenderness are opposed by war, which breaks into and destroys
everything.
Furthermore, an architect has fallen backwards, with his tools in
his hands, to express the idea that what is built in peace for the
benefit and ornament of cities is laid in ruin and razed by the
forces of arms….. You will also find on the ground, beneath the
feet of Mars, a book and drawing paper, to indicate that he
tramples on the literature and other refinements…. The sorrowing
woman… clothed in black with a torn veil, and deprived of all her
jewels and ornaments is unhappy Europe, which for so many
years has suffered pillage, degradation, and misery affecting all of
us so deeply that it is useless to say more about them. Figure 24-37

Peter Paul Rubens
Flemish Baroque

Almost Rococo

Heavy symbolism

Rubenesque figures

Style change later in his career
The Judgment of Paris, 1635

Peter Paul Rubens
Flemish Baroque

Dramatic theme of Bacchus & his lifestyle

Image of Gluttony and the excessive

Movement toward the Rococo

Circular composition

Mythological theme

Bacchus, 1640
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Gerrit van Honthorst
Supper Party
1620

Dutch Baroque

Van Honthorst spent several years in
Italy, and while there he carefully
studied Caravaggio’s work. The
Italian artist’s influence is evident in
the mundane tavern setting and the
nocturnal lighting.
Fascinated by nocturnal effects, van
Honthorst frequently placed a hidden
light source in his pictures and used it
as a pretext to work with dramatic and
violently contrasted dark / light
effects.

This typical Dutch genre scene depicts an informal gathering
of unidealized human figures. While a musician serenades
the group, his companions delight in watching a young
woman feeding a piece of chicken to a man whose hands are
both occupied.

Figure 24-40

Lighthearted genre scenes such as
this were popular and widely
produced in the Baroque period.
Often, Dutch genre scenes could be
read moralistically. For example, the
Supper Party can be interpreted as a
warning against the sins of gluttony
and lust (the woman feeding the
glutton is, in all likelihood, a prostitute
with her aged procuress at her side)
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Rembrandt van Rijn
Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp
1632

Dutch Baroque

Here, Rembrandt deviates from the
traditional group portrait by clustering
his figures on the left side of his
canvas, rather than displaying the
figures equally across the length of
the canvas.
In the foreground appears a
foreshortened corpse that Dr. Tulp, a
noted physician, is in the act of
dissecting.
The diagonal orientation of the copse
engages the viewer’s space and
creates a dynamic composition

Rembrandt was widely recognized as the leading Dutch painter
of his time. In his portraits, for which he became particularly
prominent, Rembrandt delved deeply into the psyche and
personality of his sitters.
Figure 24-43

Each of the “students” is depicted
specifically,and although they all wear
similar clothing, their varying pose
and facial expressions suggest
unique individuals.
The light used here is the trademark
of Rembrandt’s painting style.
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Rembrandt van Rijn
The Nightwatch
1642
Rembrandt used light in a masterful way to
bring emphasis to the painting’s key
contributors, but the painting’s darkness (which
led to the commonly used title) is due more to
the varnish the artist used, which had darkened
considerably over time, than to the subject
depicted.

This is one of many civic guard group portrait
painting from the period. This particular work
was one of six paintings commissioned from
different artists around 1640 for the assembly
and banquet hall of the new Koveniersdoelen
(Musketeers’ Hall) in Amsterdam.

The Company of Captain Frans Banning Cocq, is more
commonly known as Night Watch. This common title is ,
however, as misnomer- Night Watch is not a nocturnal
scene.

Rather than the traditional portrayal of the militia
group as an organized assembly of figures
across the picture plane, Rembrandt chose to
portray the company scurrying about in the act
of organizing themselves, thereby animating the
image considerably.
When the painting was moved in 1715, it was
cropped, leaving today’s audience with
an 24-44
Figure
incomplete view of the original.
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Rembrandt van Rijn
Self-Portait
1660
Rembrandt’s pictorial method involved refining light
and shade into finer and finer nuances until they
blended with one another. Earlier painters’ use of
abrupt lights and darks gave way, in the work of artists
such as Rembrandt and Velazquez, to gradation.
Although these later artists may have sacrificed some
of the dramatic effects of sharp chiaroscuro, a greater
fidelity to actual appearances offset those sacrifices.
This technique is closer to reality because the eyes
perceive light and dark not as static, but as always
subtly changing.
Rembrandt managed to carry over the spiritual quality
of his religious works into his later portraits by what
could be called the “psychology of light”. Light and
dark are not in conflict in his portraits- they are
reconciled, merging softly and subtly to produce the
visual equivalent of quietness.
Their prevailing mood is that of tranquil meditation, of
philosophical resignation, of musing recollectionindeed, a whole cluster of emotional tones herd
only24-46
in
Figure
silence.

Rembrandt Van Rijn
Baroque in Holland

Use of impasto
Hand motif creates an orbit
around the main character
Foreshortening engages
the viewer

Feast at Belshezaar,1635

Worked directly onto the
canvas without any
preliminary drawings

“Caravaggisti”

Rembrandt Van Rijn
Baroque in Holland

Use of impasto
Reduced pallate
Windmill representative of
the Netherlands.
(“Low Lands”)
Image of a storm brewing.
Dramatic Landscape
The Mill. 1650
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Vermeer: The Science of Poetry and Light
Vermeer was a master of pictorial light and used it
with immense virtuosity. He could render space so
convincingly through his depiction of light that in his
works, the picture surface functions as an invisible
glass pane that the viewer looks through.
Historians know Vermeer used as tools both mirrors
and the camera obscura, an ancestor of the modern
camera based on passing light through a tiny
pinhole or lens to project an image on a screen or
on the wall of a room.
This does not mean that Vermeer merely copied the
image. Instead, these aids helped him obtain
results he reworked compositionally, placing his
figures and the furniture of a room inn a beautiful
stability of quadrilateral shapes. This gives his
designs a matchless classical serenity.
The quality of his paintings is enhanced by colors so
true to the optical facts and so subtly modulated that
they suggest Vermeer was far ahead of his time in
color science.

Close examination of his paintings shows that
Vermeer realized that shadows are not colorless
and dark, that adjoining colors affect each other, and
that light is composed of colors. Thus, he painted
reflections off of surfaces in colors modified by
others nearby.
It has been suggested that Vermeer also perceived
the phenomenon modern photographers call “circles
of confusion”, which appear on out of focus
negatives. Vermeer could have seen them in
images projected by the camera obscura’s primitive
lenses. He approximated these effects with light
dabs that, in close vies, give the impression of an
image slightly “out of focus”. When the observer
draws back a step, however, as if adjusting the
lens, the color spots cohere, giving an astonishingly
accurate illusion of a third dimension
All of these technical considerations reflect the
scientific spirit of the age, but they do not explain the
exquisite poetry of form and surface, of color and
light that could come only from a great artist’s
sensitivity..
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Jan Vermeer
Allegory of the Art of Painting
1670
The artist himself appears in the painting, with his back
to the viewer and dressed in “historical” clothing
(reminiscent of Burgundian attire) He is hard at work on
a painting of the model who stands before him wearing a
laurel wreath and holding a trumpet and book, traditional
attributes of Clio, the Muse of History.
The map of the provinces (an increasingly common wall
adornment in Dutch homes) on the back wall serves as
yet another reference to history. As in many other
Vermeer paintings, viewers are outside the space of the
action, and the drawn curtain provides visual access.
Some art historians have suggested that the light
radiating from the left that illuminates both the model
and the canvas being painted alludes to the light of
artistic inspiration. Accordingly, this painting has been
interpreted as an allegory.
This allegorical reading was confirmed when Vermeer’s
widow, whishing to retain this painting after the artist’s
death, listed it in her written claim as “the piece….
Wherein the Art of Painting is portrayed.”
Figure 24-52

Jan Vermeer
Flemish Baroque

Allegorical painting:
not typical of Dutch Baroque
Uses the Camera Obscura
Recurring themes:
Table top, Tiled Floor,
Chair in foreground,
Interplay of human figures
Quiet, calm scenes

Mahlstick = used to keep the hand
steady when painting
detail.
The Art of Painting, 1670

Jan Vermeer
Flemish Baroque

Detail of the model from
The Art of Painting, 1670

Jan Vermeer
Flemish Baroque

Detail of the model’s face from
The Art of Painting, 1670

Jan Vermeer
Flemish Baroque

Detail of the chandelier from
The Art of Painting, 1670
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Jan Vermeer
The Letter
1630
The sense of peace, familiarity, and comfort that
Dutch landscape paintings seem to exude also
emerged in the interior scenes of Jan Vermeer, the
best known and m most highly regarded of the
Dutch interior scene painters from Delft.
Jan Vermeer derived most of his income from his
work as an innkeeper and art dealer, and he painted
no more than thirty-five paintings that definitively can
be attributed to him.
Consistent with many of Vermeer’s paintings, The
Letter employs a subtle use of repoussoir that gives
the viewer a voyeuristic sense. The tiled floor, quiet
interplay between figures, and directional natural
light are also consistent with the visual
characteristics of Vermeer’s paintings.
Clues to the content of the letter that has been
delivered are visible through a variety of love
symbols that Vermeer cleverly painted in this
interior. Some examples are the lute (a traditional
musical instrument of love), and the calm sescape
on the back wall.
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Realism
Complicated shadows- rich in color

The Milkmaid, 1660
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The Cartographer, 1672
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Willem Claez Heda
Still Life with Oysters

Paintings such as this reveal the pride
Dutch Citizens had in their material
possessions, presented as if strewn
across a tabletop or dresser.
This pride is tempered, however, by
the ever-present morality and humility
central to the Calvinist Faith. Thus,
while appreciating and enjoying the
beauty and value of the objects
depicted, the artist reminded the
viewers of life’s transience. He
achieved this by including references
to death.

The prosperous Dutch were justifiably proud of their
accomplishments, and the popularity of still-life paintingsparticularly images of accumulated material goods- reflected this
pride. These still-lifes, like Vermeer’s interior scenes, are
beautifully crafted images that are both scientific in their optical
accuracy and poetic in their beauty and lyricism.

Paintings with such features are called
vanitas paintings. References to
morality here include the oysters,
partially peeled fruit, and a tipped
silver cup. All suggest a presence that
has disappeared. Something or
someone was here- and is now gone.

